Fresh forms.
Cool competence.

Sophisticated competence.
A strong impression.
Simple yet elegant, with intelligent technology: the F lOW cooling carafes.
An absolute must for cuisine culture. Modern classics in four different glass contours, all with impressive inner qualities: the ice pack keeps drinks at the perfect temperature for four hours. Form and content are combined to perfection here, and always with tasteful elegance.

* exception: FloW
** cooling station not suitable for dishwasher

**NEW**

Elegant
With its appealing, premium-quality combination of stainless steel and glass

COLD
Unique
Keeps contents cool for four hours thanks to the integrated cooling element.

Practical
Ice pack and cooling stand stay on the table when pouring.

Secure
The serving closure ensures a perfect pouring stream while also protecting the contents against insects, pollen and so on.

Flow Bottle
Hand made

Flow Display
Sophisticated competence.
A strong impression.
Simple yet elegant, with intelligent technology: the F lOW cooling carafes.
An absolute must for cuisine culture. Modern classics in four different glass contours, all with impressive inner qualities: the ice pack keeps drinks at the perfect temperature for four hours. Form and content are combined to perfection here, and always with tasteful elegance.
Sophisticated competence.
A strong impression.

Simple yet elegant, with intelligent technology: the FLOW cooling carafes. An absolute must for cuisine culture. Modern classics in four different glass contours, all with impressive inner qualities: the ice pack keeps drinks at the perfect temperature for four hours. Form and content are combined to perfection here, and always with tasteful elegance.

A good fit
Fits inside fridge doors.

Easy to clean
Dishwasher safe.

Secure
The serving closure ensures a perfect pouring stream while also protecting the contents against insects, pollen and so on.

Elegant
With its appealing, premium-quality combination of stainless steel and glass.

Unique
Keeps contents cool for four hours thanks to the integrated cooling element.

Practical
Ice pack and cooling stand stay on the table when pouring.
New shapes – tangible revenues.

FLOW BOTTLE
the dynamic one
A new take on the established bottle shape. The outline flows seamlessly from the base to the tip. Glass and stainless steel are combined to exciting effect. Beautiful simplicity.

FLOW SLIM
the one with the straight lines
The model among bottles. Delicate lines, a high waistline, graceful and slender. The FLOW SLIM is the focal point of any table.

FLOW CLASSIC
the classic one
Fits in with any style of interior design. Modestly attractive. Simply a sales hit!

FLOW
the curved one
The shape of this carafe flows as beautifully as its contents. The asymmetric lid gives this compact design momentum. A whole litre and a completely elegant design.

Also available without cooling station.
One-stop shop for cool competence

FLOW | Cooling carafe

FLOW SLIM | Cooling carafe

NEW | Now also available without cooling station

FLOW SLIM Carafe | Carafe

NEW | FLOW CLASSIC | Cooling carafe

NEW | FLOW BOTTLE | Cooling carafe

Impressive brand quality – completely individual.

The perfect choice for a gift or a bonus campaign – after all, there are all sorts of occasions that call for good products. There are virtually no limits in terms of colour and design depending on the quantity. Design your own completely individual product with EMSA's tried-and-tested quality!

Tip: guaranteed added sales from combined purchases

FLOW | DISPLAY | Additional cooling element

FLOW | Display

NEW | FLOW | Display unit

NEW | FLOW | Ice bucket

FLOW SLIM | Ice bucket

FLOW SLIM | Bottle cooler

THERMO | Bottle cooler

SENATOR | Bottle cooler

New

New

New

New